
 

HOLTON PARK MILITARY HOSPITAL 

I remember well the American Hospital at Holton Turn. My parents had a small grocery shop in 

London Road, Wheatley and during the war a large number of registered customers from the 

village used to come and shop at the “Milne Cottage” outlet. Many of those customers had some 

sort of work there at the hospital and they would come and go at all hours. There were many 

types of work that were available but most of the women chose laundry work as this could be 

done at home and fitted in with school hours. Others found work as cleaners and wardmaids. 

The work opportunities were enormous and villagers took full advantage of anything that arose 

in the shape of work. My main memory was the sight of so many brown and white striped 

dresses that my schoolfriends wore. At the Bell Lane Infants School, it was amazing how many 

nurses’ dresses were ‘damaged’ during the laundry process! (All the clothing at that time was 

strictly rationed and growing children presented difficulties when the allotted coupon allowance 

had been used up) Tins of food also mysteriously found their way on to the villagers’ larder 

shelves. It was something of a mystery how the American Army ever managed to balance its 

books! 

Soldiers were brought to the hospital by special trains to Wheatley station and Miss 

Wren, the headmistress at the Bell Lane School used to warn us that we must not venture 

anywhere near the station, Vicarage Hill or the London Road when these hospital trains were 

due. Of course, the young boys of the class found advice of that sort an absolute magnate as the 

khaki-coloured, square ambulances with a large red cross on the side pulled away from the 

station and made their way down Ladder Hill, up Holloway Road and Vicarage Hill to the 

hospital. The police in the forms of PC Bryant and Sgt. West did their best but there was always 

someone who managed to peer through the security. As far as the village children were 

concerned, the American soldiers on their forays into the village kept us regularly supplies with 

chewing gum - an absolute luxury at the time and all advice about the dangers of talking to 

strangers was conveniently forgotten! Sadly, when the Americans departed from Holton, so did 

our supply of chewing gum! 

Following the departure of the Americans from the hospital, Holton Park was taken 

over as a British Military Hospital which again specialised in dealing with head injuries although 

other casualties of the war were also dealt with there. The bright blue uniforms of the patients 

marked them out as patients from the Park and many of the were taken out by more able patients 

to the village for outings in their wheelchairs. Many of them walking out still had bandaged 

heads which showed up in stark contrast to their bright blue uniforms. 

The Grammar School opened up at the Old House in the part about 1947/8 when it left 

Woodeaton Manor where it had been for a short time following the war. I understood from 

teachers there that for a few months it had to share some of the Manor with the BBC. It had been 

the B.B.C’s Tittle place in the country’ during the war.) During the war itself, the girls’ school 

had shared the Grammar School at Thame with the boys there under the somewhat fearsome 

Miss Hockney. In 1948/49 when I became a pupil at the Holton Park Grammar School, the 

hospital in the grounds was still flourishing and was still making quite an impact on the village. I 

used to pass the huts every morning on the way to school when was then at the Old House. The 

dental section of the hospital was clearly marked up opposite the entrance to the school drive. 

I took a holiday job at what was then Harris’s Stores in Wheatley High Street. I had to 

accompany Mr. Churchill Harris (Gilbert Harris’s brother and for may years the organist at the 

Chapel) in his little box-type car with its golden coloured stained and cumulus-shaped patterned 

windows to deliver grocery to the officers’ accommodation that had been newly built on land 

adjoining the hospital huts. 



 

As pupils at the old Grammar School, the Army authorities were very generous to the 

school, giving us sports equipment and allowing us occasionally to use their football field for 

hockey. At Christmas the school choir used to visit the huts to sing to the patients and we had 

one memorable visit to a woman lying in what to the uninitiated seemed to be a long metal box. 

She looked at us by means of a mirror in the box and we later learnt that the contraption in 

which she lay was an early type of iron lung. It was all fascinating stuff for the girls in the choir 

that afternoon before Christmas. The hospital remained in the grounds throughout my 

schooldays and I understood that the chapel ministers were frequent visitors to the wards there. 

The Rev. McIntosh was one such and could be seen coming out of the hospital on his bicycle on 

many an afternoon as I came out of school. There were a few of the more hardy patients there 

who could come down to the Chapel for the Sunday evening service, distinguished by their 

bright blue uniforms, either alone or pushing a wheelchair-bound patient. 

The Holton Military Hospital made quite an impact on life in Wheatley for many years. 


